In the present paper we obtain certain properties of almost paracontact structure manifold and finally in the last part of the paper we obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for a manifold to admit an almost paracontact structure.
Let us consider an r-dimensional real manifold M^ of differentiability class C°°. Let there exist in M^: (i) a (1,1) tensor 0 , (ii) a non-zero vector field $ , (iii) a non-zero 1-form q which satisfy the following postulates:
(p.,) *m = 0, (P2) 0 2 (x) = XqUi\ for an arbitrary vector field X. Then we say that in consideration has an almost paracontact structure and M^, is an almost paracontact manifold.
It can be easily shown that (P-j) and (Pg) imply:
7*U) = 0,
Firstly, we consider the solution of 0(X) = 0. This O equation implies 0 ill =0 or /y(X)| = X, in consequence of (P2). Thus the only solution of 0(X) = 0 is X = $ up to a factor of proportionality. Hence the rank of 0 is r-1. We will now obtain the eigen values and eigen vectors of 0 . Let ¡i be an eigen value of 0 , the corresponding eigen vector being P. Then 0(P) = ¿¿P or 0 2 (i) = ¡x4>(P) = = fi 2 P.
Consequently using (P2), we get = Thus there are two cases: Case I: P = £ up to a factor of proportionality. Then using (P^), ¿¿ 2 = 0.
Consequently, there is a single eigen value 0, the corresponding eigen vector being J .
Case II: P and | are linearly independent. Then ¿z= + 1 and fj(P) = 0.
Since Thus, over the dliferentiable manifold we have three complementary distributions L, M and K of dimensions h, r-h-1 and 1 generated by the complementary projection operators 1, m and n respectively.
tfe will now prove our main theorem.
Theorem.
A necessary and sufficient condition for Mj, to admit an almost paracontact structure is that there exist three complementary distributions L, M and ii of dimensions h f r-h-1 and 1 respectively which together span a linear manifold of dimension r.
Proof. The necessary condition immediately follows from the lemma proved above.
The condition is sufficient: Suppose jhere are three complementary distributions L, & and w of dimensions h, r-ii-1 and 1 respectively which together span ia^.
Let P; x = 1,2,...,h and Q; a = h+1,...,n-1 be lix a nearly independent basis vectors in L and m respectively and | be a vector in Then j P, Q, is linearly independent. In the latter case, we have 0 2 (X) = 0(X).
(iij By virtue of (4), (5) and (6) 
